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DW4BC-1BW
Decora Smart Wi-Fi 4-Button Controller

The Decora Smart Wi-Fi 4-Button Controller provides sophisticated in-wall control of
multiple Decora Smart Wi-Fi devices, room lighting scenes and whole house lighting
activities. Pairs with Decora Smart Wi-Fi lighting controls and the My Leviton app to
offer an “always there, always on” control center for smart lighting. Adjust devices,
activate scenes in a room, or push one button to turn off every light in the home. 
The DW4BC requires hot, neutral, and ground wires, and does not directly connect to a
load. The four buttons can be customized for control via the My Leviton app.
Have Questions? Search the knowledge base.

 

Features and Benefits

FEATURES

To be installed in locations with hot, neutral and ground. An electrical load cannot

be directly wired to this product

-

Use the My Leviton app to create scenes and lighting activities-

Buttons feature feedback lights that illuminate upon button press, then vanish-

Up to 8 DW4BC’s may be used per Residence-

BENEFITS

Control room or house scenes from a button-

In retrofit applications, may be installed in a multi-way circuit along with a Decora

Smart Wi-Fi switch or dimmer

-

Enact All Off, Movie Time, and more-
 

Top Viewed FAQs

Why can't I connect my Wi-Fi devices to the Wi-Fi network?
Click here for the answer.

Why are my devices showing as disconnected in the My Leviton app?
Click here for the answer.

Why am I unable to turn a Decora Smart Wi-Fi device on and off?
Click here for the answer.

Is a neutral wire required with Leviton Decora Smart DW6HD/DW1KD/DW15S In-Wall Devices?
Yes, a neutral wire is required for use with Leviton Decora Smart.

Does 3-way/multi-location capability exist with the Leviton Decora Smart DW6HD/DW1KD/DW15S In-Wall Devices?
Yes, utilize DD00R wired remotes when paired with a DW6HD or DW1KD. Use a DD0SR wired remote when paired with a DW15S.

Does this work with Amazon Echo, Google Assistant, IFTTT and more?
Yes, use your voice control products to adjust Leviton Decora Smart devices. Use IFTTT to expand capability.

Can I use this product as a replacement for the timer controlling my outdoor lights?
Yes, this is a great use case! Now you can set schedules via app – or control from anywhere.
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